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A Day in Chambolle Musigny – via Toronto 

Toronto, Canada securities and natural 

resource attorney Frank Davis picked up an 

appreciation for wine while in law school, 

soon evolving into a love of Burgundy.   

Frank has put his organizational skills and 

scholarly perseverance to work over the 

years to host epic themed tasting events – 

verticals and horizontals of some of 

Burgundy’s best and rarest.  

 

In early November 2015 (on a flower day in 

the biodynamic calendar), Frank Davis 

welcomed a dozen fellow Burgundy 

enthusiasts and three sommeliers at a 

Toronto bistro, greeted by a vision of two 

large tables blanketed with four hundred 

plus wine glasses.  

 

 

The task at hand – taste the 1999 and 1990 

vintages of Chambolle Musigny 1er Cru Les 

Amoureuses, Grand Cru Musigny, and 

Grand Cru Bonnes Mares from the five 

domaines that own and produce each of 

the three – Christophe Roumier, Comtes de 

Vogüé, Louis Jadot, Jacques-Frédéric 

Mugnier, and Joseph Drouhin.  

 

“Elégance et Finesse” reads the welcome 

sign to the town of Chambolle-Musigny in 

the northern Côte de Nuits of Burgundy, 

France.  Chambolle is home to what many 

consider to be the purest expression of the 

Pinot Noir grape – Grand Cru Musigny on 

the southern border touching Grand Cru 

Clos de Vougeot, Grand Cru Bonnes Mares 

to the north adjoining Morey St. Denis’ 

Grand Cru Clos de Tart, and a Premier Cru 

considered by many to be next in line for 

Grand Cru status – Les Amoureuses, tucked 

in just under Musigny.  
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Davis conceived the idea for the tasting 

about eight years ago and went about 

locating the bottles needed to fill in his 

missing slots.  Given the miniscule 

quantities – barely three hundred bottles of 

some of these wines were produced – the 

process was tedious. Frank acquired some 

on release, from visits to the respective 

Burgundy domaines, at auction, while the 

last couple of bottles came from a collector 

in New Zealand!  The bottles were all in 

excellent yet authentic condition. 

The morning session devoted to the 1999 

vintage, the afternoon to the 1990s, and to 

accompany lunch the rare deVogüé 1999 

Bourgogne Blanc and 1990 Musigny Blanc 

(’93 was the last before replanting).  Both 

were in great shape- the ’99 still holding 

fresh, bright acidity and the ’90 assumed an 

ethereal roundness befitting its breed and 

vintage.  

 

1990 Red Burgundy was considered a 

serious vintage with a very long maturation 

window.  Twenty five years on, several 

showed remarkable youth, dark fruit, 

opening in the glass as the afternoon 

progressed, with little sign of advanced age.  

In 1999, the healthy vineyards led to 

overproduction risk, and we could (easily) 

discern which growers had demonstrated 

restraint in their vineyard practices.  

 

Seated, with each flight’s wines poured, we 

first tasted each producer by level – 

Amoureuses, Musigny, Bonnes Mares to 

confirm the hierarchy of quality levels.  

Then we tried the same wine among 

producers to observe relative evolution.  An 

hour or more of conversational give and 

take also saw the wines wonderfully evolve 

in the glass – with the Bonnes Mares always 

benefiting from the fresh air. 
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I gratefully entered this special tasting with 

an expectation that the aroma and flavor 

profiles will be distinct – Musigny filled with 

flowers, fruit, and elegance – Bonnes Mares 

tannic, earthy, and unapproachable early – 

and Amoureuses a mysterious offspring of 

both.  The group consensus was that there 

was a step up in quality and intensity from 

the Amoureuses to the Musigny.  The 

Bonnes Mares, although clearly different, 

were mostly approachable and enjoyable.  

Respect for terroir spoke ahead of the 

winemaker, although stylistic differences 

were evident.  We were pleasantly 

surprised how well some younger vines 

produced memorable results – speaking 

perhaps to farming respectful of the terroir. 

In the 1999s, youthful dark fruit remained 

dominant, tannins softened, yet keeping a 

firm structure, especially in the Bonnes 

Mares.  Although the ‘99s have a reputation 

for being enjoyable early, these were all 

unevolved and need more time.  While all 

were in balance, they did not yet reveal the 

layers we were seeking.  Relative to its 

Grand Cru competition, the Amoureuses 

came consistently presented itself lightest 

and least expressive. 

“Exactly what it should be” was a descriptor 

for a number of the 1990s.  Twenty five 

years of evolution, the color did not give its 

age away, resulting in harmony and a 

complete experience.  The Musigny samples 

were memorable in their layers of 

complexity and length.  We agreed that 

there was time left for these ‘90s.  
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We spoke of being careful to respect each 

wine – that in a clinical tasting there is a 

perceived need to “grade on a curve” and 

therefore disprove of some of the samples.  

We all agreed, with one or two exceptions, 

that any these bottles on their own would 

be welcome at a special meal to be drunk 

rather than merely tasted.  

 

Frank served two mystery wines – 1999 

Jacques Prieur Musigny that showed 

remarkably youthful fruit, and a 1990 

Roumier Chambolle Musigny Village wine 

that held its own with grace.  

Next tasting for Frank?  Stay tuned! 

Text and photos by David DeBenedictis 

«Monsieur de Floride».  David plans and 

leads seminars to Burgundy with his 

colleagues at Terroir Wine Seminars. 
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